
This original documentary focuses on a group of kids who have built a commu-
nity around a love of music and a passion for creating an alternative to dom-
inant consumerist society. By putting on shows in basements, booking and
traveling on national tours, and releasing their own records, these kids attempt
to distance themselves from the corporate influence that they consider not
only unnecessary, but unwelcome.

This fascinating look into the workings of a DIY punk community also exam-
ines the scene's shortcomings, such as undercurrents of sexism as well as the
problem of self sufficiency, which pressures some to seek out the same corpo-
rate avenues to which the scene strives to be an alternative. Features live
footage and interviews with Latterman, On the Might of Princes, The Insurgent,
Seven Days of Samsara, plus show-goers, scenesters, zinesters, and activists.

Includes deleted scenes, extra live footage, and follow up segments on
Latterman, scene members, and women in punk.

“A fabulous example of the fight many of us are waging.” -- Clamour Magazine

“Between Resistance and Community ... pays tribute to the Long Island do-it-
yourself punk scene, where dediantly unfamous bands play in basements and
parking lots ... They are bright, articulate and self-critical, holding onto their
anarchist anticorporate princibles with a dogmantic idealism.” -- The New York
Times

“Between provides a timely snapshot of contemporary punk’s new sincerity.
Like its subjects, the documentary rebels against cynical cunsumer capitalism
by embracing a warm Fugazite humanism.” -- The Village Voice
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